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Experimental observation of dynamic stabilization in a
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Abstract

Dynamic stabilization of an unstable periodic orbit, a new interesting non-equilibrium phenomenon in driven nonlinear
systems, has been experimentally observed in an electronic analog circuit of a driven double-well Duffing oscillator. We
suggest that the dynamic stabilization is a generic property of driven nonlinear systems with humped potentials. q 2000
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

PACS: 05.45.-a

Since the discovery of chaos in the Lorentz equa-
w xtion 1 , investigations of nonlinear dynamical sys-

tems have been an active research subject. As a
result, enormous progresses have been made in un-
derstanding various types of bifurcations, routes to
chaos, etc. Good examples of nonlinear dynamical
systems showing many interesting dynamical behav-
iors are driven nonlinear systems such as driven
nonlinear oscillators. Dynamics of the driven nonlin-
ear oscillators is governed by the equation,

xqg xy f x sAsin v t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .¨ ˙
Ž . Ž . Ž .where f x sydV x rdx is a nonlinear force, V x

is an anharmonic potential function, g is a damping
Ž .factor, Asin v t is a driving force with amplitude A
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and frequency v, and the overdot denotes a differen-
tiation with respect to time t. Typical examples of
the driven nonlinear oscillators are the driven pendu-

w x w xlum 2 , Toda oscillator 3 , and Duffing oscillator
w x4–14 . Dependence of dynamical properties of the
driven nonlinear oscillators, such as bifurcations and
chaos, on A and v has been investigated exten-

w xsively by many researchers 2–14 .
For the symmetric Duffing oscillator, the potential

Ž .function V x can be expressed as follows:

a b
2 4V x s x q x , 2Ž . Ž .

2 4

where a and b are constants. Here we consider only
Ž .the bounded case with positive b b)0 . Then,

depending on the sign of a, the potential function
becomes one of two different types: double-well
potential for a-0 or single-well potential for a)0.
For the Duffing oscillator with a double-well poten-
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tial, there are two stable equilibrium points at xs
'" yarb and one unstable equilibrium point at

xs0. On the contrary, the Duffing oscillator with a
single well has only a stable equilibrium point at
xs0. Phase diagrams on the v–A plane, chaos,
bifurcation diagrams, coexisting multiple attractors,
hysteresis, and crisis are among the dynamical prop-
erties of the driven double-well and single-well Duff-
ing oscillator which have been studied by many

w xauthors 4–14 .
Ž .The driven nonlinear oscillator in Eq. 1 is a

dissipative dynamical system, meaning that oscilla-
tions are maintained by continuous energy input
from an external source. It is well known that vari-
ous interesting non-equilibrium phenomena arise in
the nonlinear dissipative systems with continuous
energy input. Pattern formation in the spatially ex-
tended nonlinear dissipative systems such as fluid,

w xchemical, and granular systems 15 is one of non-
equilibrium phenomena which cannot be observed in
conservative systems.

In this Letter, we have experimentally demon-
strated a new interesting non-equilibrium phe-
nomenon in the double-well Duffing oscillator:
dynamic stabilization of an unstable symmetric peri-
odic orbit arising from the unstable equilibrium point.
We show that, as the amplitude A of the driving
force passes through a threshold value, the unstable
symmetric periodic orbit becomes stabilized via a
reverse supercritical pitchfork bifurcation by absorb-
ing a pair of stable asymmetric periodic orbits. After
this dynamic stabilization, the double-well Duffing
oscillator behaves as the single-well Duffing oscilla-
tor, because the central barrier of the potential gives
no significant effect on the motion of the system.
Finally, we suggest that the dynamic stabilization is
a rather general phenomenon occurring in many
driven nonlinear systems with humped potentials
which provide both the stable and unstable equilib-
rium points.

Here we consider the case of asy1 and bs1
Ž .in the double-well potential V x without loss of

generality. Then, for the unforced case of As0,
there exist a saddle equilibrium point at xs0 and a
conjugate pair of stable equilibrium points at xs
"1. However, as A is increased from 0, one sym-
metric saddle-type orbit and two asymmetric stable
orbits with the same period 2prv arise from the

saddle equilibrium point and the two stable equilib-
w xrium points of the potential, respectively 6,7 . We

also note that they become the fixed points of the
Poincare map P, generated by stroboscopically sam-´
pling the orbit points with the external driving period

Ž .T svr2p . Hereafter, the symmetric saddle fixed
point and the asymmetric stable fixed points will be
denoted by z ) and z ) , respectively.s a

For the experimental study, we built an analog
electronic circuit of the double-well Duffing oscilla-
tor for a moderately damped case of gs0.1 with the
conventional operational amplifier and multiplier IC’s
w x14 . Using this analog simulator driven by the syn-

Ž .thesizerrfunction generator HP 3325B , we made
an analog study and thus observed dynamic stabiliza-
tion experimentally. For clear presentation of the

Ždynamic stabilization, the bifurcation diagram plot
.of x versus A and the phase-flow and Poincare-map´

plots are given. As known well, the bifurcation
diagram and the Poincare map can be easily obtained´
through a stroboscopic sampling of the values of
Ž . Žx, x with the external driving period T the sam-˙
pling phase is fixed at the maxima of the driving

.force . To confirm and complement the experimental
w xresults, a numerical study was also carried out 16 .

Linear stability of a fixed point of the Poincare map´
can be numerically determined from the eigenvalues,
called the Floquet multipliers, of the linearized
Poincare map DP, which can be obtained using the´

w xFloquet theory 17 . Since the Poincare map P has a´
Ž .constant Jacobian determinant det less than unity

Ž yg T .det DPse , the only possible bifurcations of
Ž .the fixed points are the saddle-node SN , pitchfork

Ž . Ž .PF , and period-doubling PD bifurcations. When a
Floquet multiplier passes through 1, a PF or SN
bifurcation takes place. On the other hand, when it
passes through y1, a PD bifurcation occurs.

By varying the two parameters A and v, we
experimentally investigated the bifurcation behavior
associated with stability of the symmetric and asym-
metric fixed points z ) and z ) of the Poincare map´s a

in the range of 2.2-v-4.0. Fig. 1 shows the
associated bifurcation structure in the v–A plane.
The symbols PF and SN in Fig. 1 represent the
pitchfork and saddle-node bifurcation curves for the
symmetric fixed point z ) , while the symbol PDs

denotes the period-doubling bifurcation curve for the
asymmetric fixed points z ). These bifurcation curvesa
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram of a driven Duffing oscillator with a
double-well potential with asy1 and bs1 for a moderately
damped case of g s0.1. The symbols PF, SN and PD denote the
pitchfork, saddle-node, and period-doubling bifurcation curves,
respectively. The experimental data for the PF, SN, and PD curves
are represented by the squares, circles, and triangles, respectively,
while the numerical data for them are denoted by the dashed,
dotted, solid lines, respectively. The hatched region with the
vertical lines is just the stability of the unstable symmetric, arising
from the unstable equilibrium point of the potential. For other
details, see the text.

were experimentally obtained by both amplitude and
frequency scanning starting from high v to low v.
The experimental data for the PF, SN, and PD curves
are denoted by the squares, circles, and triangles,
respectively. The data obtained through numerical
calculations are also given for a comparison with the
experimental results. The numerical data for the PF,
SN, and PD curves are denoted by the dashed,
dotted, and solid lines, respectively. Note that the
experimental results agree quite well with the numer-
ical results.

The region, hatched with the vertical lines, in Fig.
1 is just the stability region of the symmetric saddle
fixed point z ) , arising from the unstable equilibriums

point of the potential. It is bounded by a lower PF
curve and by an upper SN curve. When crossing the
PF curve, the symmetric saddle fixed point z ) be-s

comes stabilized through a reverse supercritical PF
bifurcation by absorbing a pair of stable asymmetric

fixed points z ) , arising from the stable equilibriuma

points of the potential. As a result of this dynamic
stabilization, a symmetric stable orbit with period

Ž .2prv fixed point for the Poincare map , encircling´
the unstable equilibrium point of the potential, ap-
pears. This stabilized symmetric orbit corresponds to
the stable symmetric orbit, arising from the stable
equilibrium point of the potential in the single-well
Duffing oscillator. It means that the dynamical be-
havior of the double-well Duffing oscillator after
such a dynamical stabilization becomes essentially
the same as that of the single-well Duffing oscillator
w x4,5 . However, such stabilized symmetric orbit dis-
appears via a SN bifurcation at the upper SN curve.

We now present the concrete examples of the
bifurcations associated with dynamic stabilization of
the symmetric saddle fixed point. Before proceeding
further, note that the PD bifurcation curve for the
asymmetric fixed points z ) is folded back at vsva f
Ž . Ž .,3.25 see Fig. 1 . Hence, we first consider the
simplest case of v)v , where no PD bifurcationsf

Ž .occur. Fig. 2 a shows the multi-exposured picture of
the bifurcation diagram for vs3.3 taken by both
forward and backward amplitude scanning. As clearly
shown there, the two asymmetric stable fixed points
z ) , arising from the stable equilibrium points ata

xs"1, merge through a reverse PF bifurcation for
A,9.1, and then a symmetric orbit, encircling the
unstable equilibrium point at xs0, appears. This
indicates the dynamic stabilization. However, such a
stabilized symmetric orbit disappears for A,17.8
through a SN bifurcation, and then a jump to a large
symmetric orbit, encircling all the three equilibrium
points of the potential, takes place, which is denoted
by a broken arrow. We also followed the large
symmetric orbit by backward amplitude scanning
and found that it disappears for A,1.2 via a SN
bifurcation. Thus a large hysteresis occurs.

For v-v , the mechanism of dynamic stabiliza-f

tion is the same, except for the bifurcation behavior
) Ž .of the asymmetric fixed point z . Fig. 2 b showsa

the bifurcation diagram for vs3.2. As shown there,
the asymmetric fixed points z ) become unstable fora

A,1.9 via PD bifurcations. However, they become
restabilized for A,4.3 via reverse PD bifurcations.
Note that the subsequent bifurcations, associated with
the dynamic stabilization, are the same as those for
the above case of vs3.3.
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Ž .Fig. 2. Multi-exposured pictures of the bifurcation diagrams for a
Ž .v s3.3 and b v s3.2. Here the symbols PF, SN and PD denote

the same as those in Fig. 1. The stable asymmetric orbits merge
into the stable symmetric orbit through a reverse PF bifurcation.
However, the stabilized symmetric orbit also disappears via a SN
bifurcation, and then jumps to a large symmetric orbit, which is
indicated by the broken arrow. For other details, see the text.

The process of the dynamic stabilization of the
unstable symmetric orbit can be more clearly under-
stood by observing the change in the phase portraits
of the stable asymmetric orbits and the unstable

Ž . Ž .symmetric orbit. Figs. 3 a – c show the double-ex-
posed pictures of the phase portraits for vs3.3
taken in the experiment. As A is increased, the two
stable asymmetric orbits, arising from the stable
equilibrium points at xs"1, become larger and

Ž . Ž .closer as shown in Figs. 3 a and b , and eventually
they merge. After that, a stable symmetric orbit,
encircling the unstable equilibrium point at xs0,

w Ž .xappears see Fig. 3 c . Thus, dynamic stabilization
of the unstable symmetric orbit, arising from the
unstable equilibrium point of the potential, occurs.

However, unfortunately, the symmetric orbit before
the dynamic stabilization cannot be observed experi-
mentally, because it is unstable. To confirm and
complement the experimental results, we also made a
numerical study for the same values of the parame-

Ž . Ž .ters. As shown in Figs. 3 d and e , with increasing
A, the central unstable symmetric orbit, denoted by a
dashed line, becomes larger and closer to the two
stable asymmetric orbits, denoted by a solid line.
Eventually, it becomes stabilized by absorbing the
two asymmetric stable orbits via a reverse supercriti-
cal PF bifurcation. A stabilized symmetric orbit is

Ž .shown in Fig. 3 f .
We now discuss the dynamical behavior after the

dynamic stabilization of the unstable symmetric or-
bit. Note that the stabilized symmetric orbit, encir-

Fig. 3. Phase portraits of the symmetric and asymmetric orbits
associated with the dynamic stabilization for v s3.3. The phase
portraits in the left column are obtained through an analog simula-
tion, while those in the right column are obtained through a
numerical computation. The values of the driving amplitude are

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .As5 in a and d , As8 in b and e , and As10 in c and
Ž .f . The phase flow and the Poincare map for a stable orbit are´
denoted by a solid line and a circle, respectively, while those for
an unstable orbit are represented by a dashed line and a cross.
With increasing A the asymmetric orbits become larger, and
move toward each other. Eventually, they merge into a symmetric
orbit, encircling the unstable equilibrium point of the potential.
For other details, see the text.
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cling the unstable equilibrium point of the potential,
corresponds to the stable symmetric orbit, arising
from the stable equilibrium point in the single-well
Duffing oscillator. Hence, the double-well Duffing
oscillator behaves as the single-well Duffing oscilla-
tor, because the central potential barrier gives no
significant effect on the dynamics of the system. As
an example, a bifurcation diagram, obtained by fre-

Ž .quency scanning for As10, is given in Fig. 4 a .
As v decreases through a threshold value, the stabi-
lized symmetric orbit disappears via a SN bifurca-

Fig. 4. Dynamical behavior after the dynamic stabilization. A
bifurcation diagram of the Poincare maps obtained with decreas-´

Ž . Žing frequency v for As10 is shown in a . Phase flows solid
. Ž .lines and Poincare maps circles of large symmetric orbits for´

Ž . Ž . Ž .v s1.8, 0.85, and 0.55 are also given in b , c , and d ,
respectively. Note that the large symmetric orbits with higher
torsion numbers have an increasing number of loops. Furthermore,
each symmetric orbit becomes unstable via a PF bifurcation,
giving rise to a pair of asymmetric orbits. As an example, the

Ž .phase portrait of an asymmetric orbit for v s1.63 is given in e .
Then the asymmetric orbits with broken symmetry undergo pe-

Ž .riod-doubling cascades, as shown in a .

tion, and then a jump to a large symmetric orbit,
encircling all the three equilibrium points of the
potential, occurs. A phase portrait of the large sym-

Ž .metric orbit for vs1.8 is shown in Fig. 4 b . As v

is further decreased, large symmetric orbit with
higher torsion numbers, characterizing the average

w xrotation numbers of the nearby orbits 4,5 , appear
successively. As examples, the phase portraits of the
large symmetric orbits for vs0.85 and 0.55 are

Ž . Ž .shown in Figs. 4 c and d . Note that the large
symmetric orbits with higher torsion numbers have
an increasing number of loops. Furthermore, each
large symmetric orbit becomes unstable through a
symmetry-breaking PF bifurcation. Consequently, a
pair of asymmetric orbits with broken symmetry
appears. As an example, see the phase portrait of an

Ž .asymmetric orbit for vs1.63 in Fig. 4 e . Then, the
asymmetric orbits with broken symmetry undergo

Ž .period-doubling cascades, as shown in Fig. 4 a .
Note that all these bifurcation behaviors are essen-
tially the same as those in the single-well Duffing

w xoscillator 4,5 .
Finally we would like to mention that similar

dynamic stabilization occurs in many other driven
nonlinear dynamical systems. The best-known exam-
ple is the inverted pendulum with a vertically-oscil-

w xlating suspension point 18 . The inverted state, cor-
responding to the vertically-up configuration, was
found to become stabilized via a reverse subcritical

w xPF bifurcation 19 . The dynamic stabilization was
w xalso observed in the directly-driven pendulum 20 .

Furthermore, such dynamic stabilization has its ana-
log in the parametrically and directly driven sine-
Gordon systems, which produce stable p-kink prop-

w xagation 21–23 .
In conclusion we experimentally investigated the

dynamic stabilization of the unstable symmetric or-
bit, arising from the unstable equilibrium point of the
potential, in the analog electronic circuit of the dou-
ble-well Duffing oscillator. As the amplitude of the
driving force increases through a threshold value, the
unstable symmetric orbit was found to become stable
via a reverse supercritical PF bifurcation by absorb-
ing a pair of stable asymmetric orbits. The experi-
mental results on the dynamic stabilization were
confirmed and complemented the results of the nu-
merical study quite well. After the dynamic stabiliza-
tion, the double-well Duffing oscillator exhibits the
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single-well-like behaviors, because the central poten-
tial barrier has no significant effect on the motion of
the system. We also suggest that such dynamic
stabilization is a generic property of driven nonlinear
systems with humped potentials which provide both
the stable and unstable equilibrium points.
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